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Th e question of hymnography as theo logy is a complicated matter which has 
hardIy been di scu ssed pr ofou ndl y within Byzantine stu d ies so fa r. Since 
hymnography belongs  the genre of poe try,  is regard ed as something othe r 
than theoIogy  the prop er sense. It is clea r that a hymn has  mee t the ar tistic 
expec tations of its audience, but why shouJd we think th at this is achieved at the 
expense of its theo logy? ObviousIy the dilemma arises from the poe tic Ianguage, 
which often is metaph or ical throughout. Th e following reflection atte mpts  

explore the theological validity behind poeticaI expressions. 
R ecently Johannes Kod er has inquired   th e hymn ogr aphy-theology 

relationship within the field of Rom anos research. His study,  Hymnographer 
as Theologian», will be presented  the fo rthcoming volume of La Theologie 
Byzantin e. Koder who combed the corpus of Romanos was  thcol ogian but a 
poet, composcr and recit ative Pre acher . «Tllcrefore his wOl'ks    be seen 
as ind epcnd ent theological     but (among oth el' things) pl'imal'ily as the 
me ans by which the accepted 0 1' even debated outcom es of the theological 
discussion of his time   disseminated».2With one excepti on the hymnograph y 

--- of-R"dffia nos was   kept   O rthodox  the kontakion composed  

the Nativity of Christ,      Theologically its tone does   

1.  paper was discussed  the  International Congress of Byzantine Studies, Paris 2001, 
at the Round   «Byzantine   Meth ods and Literary Genr es». 

2. La TheoIogie Byzan Iine  eds. G. Conticello and V. Con ticello, Paris. 
3.  1,  tllCNativity  (Mary and thc Magi),   Maas & C.     Sanc Ii Rom ani 

MeIodi   Cantica, Oxford 1963. 
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differ from the other works by him.  think that  is first of all the poetical beauty 
of the hymn which secured its permanent pIace  the feast of Nativity, for  puts 

 words the experience of Mary and the Magi before thc mystery with an 
unparalleled freshness. Be that as  may     is an example 
which leads me  consider the grounds  which Byzantine hymnography as 
poetry can be considerd as theology. 

 made reference  Romanos  order  give perspective  an instance  

which, unarguably, great poetry is theology and theology is great poetry.  
case study is the Akathistos,4 the most famous Byzantine hymn, which needs  
introduction for Greek theologians or Byzantine scholars. The hymn has behind 

 a long research history, the most intensive phase ofwhich was nearly a hundred 
years ago .  have been working  the Akathistos for more than ten years.5  
the basis of my research  have been forced  conclude that its theology is usually 
conceived  narrowly, for the examination of its theological contents has been 
reduced  a few dogmatical  Thereby the way  which its theological 
frameworks and dogmatical premises form a whole is disregarded: the theory of 
recapitulation, Alexandrian soteriology and A1exandrian Christology, typological 
method of interpretation, mystical theology and ascetical ideology.  is this 
complex from which the author of the Akathistos proceeds according  a clear 
schema, presenting the subject of the Theotokos  relation  the doctrine of 
the incarnation of God the Logos.6 

The main concern at the beginning of the conciliar epoch of patristic 
Christology,  Ephesus (431), was the doctrine of the incarnation of God the 
Logos. The Christological emphasis of the controversy over the Theotokos was 

 how the incarnation physically took place, and therefore the attention of the 
texts of the Ephesian period is focused  what happened  Mary's womb. Such 
is the focus of the Akathistos, too.7 The repetition  detail of the Christological 
teaching of Cyril of Alexandria and the Mariological teaching of Proclus of 
Constrantinople proves that we ate dealing with a consciously drawn-up depiction 
of the object of doctrinal dispute. The series of salutations addressed  Mary 

4. C.  Trypanis, «The Akathistos Hymn», Fourteen Early Byzantine Cantina (Wiener 
   5) , Wien 1968,17-39. 

5. The result of my research is published by Brill Academic Publishers: The Image of the Virgin 
Mary  the Akathistos Hymn (The   35), Leiden-Boston-Koln 2001 . Th e 
argumentation  this articl e is based   

6. Cf. Ibid . 35-36. 
7. Ibid . 61. 
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as the Theotokos justify the assumption that they are an indication of the 
triumphant post-Ephesian atmosphere due to the victory over the heresy.8  
the early Byzantine peopJe, who heard such salutations, it was at once clear the 
hymn is about a victory, for,  Roman society , acclamations had for centuries 
been an important means of proclaiming political power. 

The metl10ds the Byzantine theologians used when working  writings which 
convey divine teaching varied.  the Akathistos there are  direct quotations 
from holy scriptures, from either the Old  New Testament. However, the 
hymnographer'spatristic vantage points is easy to reconstruct. It is the theory 
of recapitulation that we know from Irenaeus' work Adve1"sUS haereses which 
forms the framework of his depiction of the incarnation.9 According to this the 
incarnation signifies redemption from the Fall and its consequent effects, and 
is a sign of Christ's second coming at the end of time.  this explanation Mary 
is conceived as the second Eve, by whose obedience the «correction process» of 
the Fall is put into effect. The first  strophes of the Akathistos justify Mary's 
position as the second Eve  the divine plan of salvation, suggested by the very 
first salutions: «Hail , through whom joy shall shine forth" / Hail, through whom 
the curse shall cease; / Hail, recalling of fallen Adam; / Hail, deliverance of the 

 of         /      / 
      /       

 1.6-9). 
With respect to the salvation of humankind the meaning of the restoration 

as a new creation is to be understood as meaning that humanity is given the 
opportunity of making a new statt  Christ. And that is exactly the  of the 
Akathistos. The «image and likeness of God »,  which Adam was created, but 
which was lost  the fall, was restrored  Christ, the second Adam. The 
culmination of the hymn, strophe 13, presents this «new creation»:  new 
creation has the Creator revealed, / manifesting himself to us, his creatures». 

      /      13.1-
2). Strophe 14 shows that the salvation of human beings is inseparably connected 

--wlth the «new creation»: «Seelng this'strange-bir-th, let us   strangers to 
the world, / tunrning  minds to heaven. /  this end the Higl1 One / appeared 

 earth as a humble man, / wishing to draw to the heights those who cry to him: 
«AJleluia».        /    

  /    6  /      

8. Ibid. 54-114. 
9. Ibid . 130 11. 43. 
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  /         /  
  

Strophe 18 completes the idea of salvation by saying: «Wishing to save the 
world, the Maker of all things came to it of his own free choice. / And because 
as God he is our shepherd, / he appeared for us, among us, like us; / and calling 
like by means of like, as God he hears: «A11eluia».     

6    /      /   
   /         /     

     /    The emphasis is laid  the explication: 
God calls himan beings through the likeness -        This 
passage discloses the intertwining ideas of deification and imitation. Deification 
means essentialy that «God made himself human, that we might be made divine», 
as Athanasios of A1exandria's famous formulation reads. lO It is plain that in the 
Ak atbistos the ideas of recapitulation, deification and imitation are intertwined.11 

They form a natural and coherent view or a theological synthesis, which provides 
a solid basis for the explications of Christological and Mariological teaching. 

Nevertheless, the author of the Akathistos considers knowledge which comes 
through illumination, as real theology: «We see the holy Virgin as a torch full 
of light, / shining upon those  darkness. / For by kindling the immateriallight 
// she  all to divine knowledge /  the mind with brilliance...» 

      /     

/      /       /  
   ..., 21 .1-5): «The Virgin, yearning to grasp a knowledge 

unknowable...»         ..., 3.1); «Ha il, 
initiate of sacred counsel».       3.6) «Hail, you 
who reveal lovers of wisdom as unwise».    

  17.8). If these thoughts were  expressed in connection with the 
Virgin, it might be imposs ibIe to work  who among the earIy representatives 
of mystical theoIogy influenced the hymnographer. The Marian context, however, 
makes it easier to find the source.1t is evident that the author of the Akathistos 
follows Gregory of Nyssa and his treatise  Virginity».12 It is from there that 
the essential aspects of the Virgin of the Akathistos is derived.  terms of relation 
between these two works, it can be asserted th at ascetical teaching of the 

10.  Vet'bi 54.3, cd. Ch. Kannengiesser , SC 199, Paris 1973:   

    

11.  The   189. 
12. De  ed .  Aubineau, SC 119, Paris 1966. 
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Akathistos reads as follows : the goal of someone    is  become 
 new creation»,  become like Christ, transformed by the renewal of the mind, 

by obeying the  calling and following Christ according  the model of 
the  of Mary. Although  is clear that the Akathistos is  tune with 
Gregory's idealism,  is a matter for a further  to what extent   

fact reflects Gregory's teaching.13 

The first  strophes of the Akathistos depict the  connected with 
the birth of Christ mainly  the basis of the Gospels of Luke and Matthew.  

referring  the content of the hymn the opening part is often de scribed as 
«historical». The concluding part again is described as «theological», because  

concentrates  the significance of the   Such a  does justice 
neither  the early Chri stian way of thinking nor  the author's command of 
theological matters . Indeed,  is  the opening portion that the theological 
testimories are presented which show that the subj ect of discussion is God 's 
appearance  earth. There was  need for the hymnographer  repeat the 
prophecies associated with the birth of the Messiah  the New Testament, 
because  is   that the Christian audience knew them from patristic 
tradition. Accordingly the Old Testament prophecies, too, are inherently present 

 the Akathistos' depiction of the incarnation, although they are  explicitly 
referred to . The practice of presenting testimonies originates  the tradition of 
typological interpretation and is an indication of the author's theological grasp 
of the matter. The fact that the Gospel stories are handled poetically and with 
emphases differing from the original texts by  means lessens the theological 

 of the first  strophes. 
The author uses  rhetorical practice  placing the most 

important issues at the beginning, middl e and end of the composition.  the 
middle,  strophe 15, we find the Christological focus of the Akathistos:15 «The 
uncircumscribed Word was present wholly among those below, / yet   way 
absent from those  / For a  condescension occurred /  a descent 
accordng  place- / and a birth from the Virgin, seized by God...»     

      /    
          /     

 ... , 15.1-5). The subject of the incarnation is the Logos. It is an 
approach which conforms  the Alexandrian tradition,  which the locus 

13.  The  213-14. 
14. Ibid. 33. 
15. Ibid. Chaptel" «Christo!ogy", 
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classicus was John 1.14: «The Word became flesh».16 According to the Akathistos 
the uncircumscribed Logos was whole, aI1d at the same time, above and below. 
The word «who le» connotes both God and human being. The juxtaposition 
«above» and «below» reflects indivisibility and consubstantiality. This kind of 
expression is associated with the discourses around the Council of Nicea (325) 
and the first Council of Constantinople (381). The condescension of the Logos 
is described by th e word  which Alexandrian theologians 
preferred. Moreover, it is affirmed that the condescension is by  means a 
movement from one place to another      15.4) . 

This negative affirmation is one of the most important arguments for dating 
the hymn. Until now a number of researchers have assumed that it is directed 
against Apol1inarianism, since P.F.  had already shown this almost 
a century ago . As to line 15.4, he was right. It is clear , however, that the hymn 
as a whole is not directed against Apol1inarianism as  assumed, but 
against Nestorian heresy.17As a matter of fact, the negative affirmation  

    is a proof of the Theotokos controversy. From its 
beginning up  its end Cyril had to refute the accusation of his Antiochian 
opponents that he taught like Apol1inarios. Cyril's letter  John of Antioch, 
which is known as the «agreement of peace», reveals the point of the lssue: «$0 
when we say that Our Lord Jesus Christ is from heaven and above, we do not 
mean that his holy flesh was brought down from above and from  It 
is precisely for this historical reason that the author of the Akathistos sees  as 
necessary to emphasize that the descent of the Logos did not occur from one 
place  another. Otherwise it would be a pointless comment  the context of 
Alexandrian-Cyrillian Christology. 

Although the controversy over the Theotokos led to the council held  

Ephesus, the term was not defined there -actual1y  council has ever defined 
 explicitly- and that is why its meaning  the Ephesian context has to be 

postulated from the  documents and the Christological homilies of that 
period.19The expression that characterizes the homilies of the Ephesian context 

16.  6      

17. Ibid. 99.   F.  De hymni Acathisti auctore»,  18 (1909) 357-82. 
18.   39, ACO 1.1.4.15-20; PC 77.177D-180A:         

                

     

19.  L.  Peltomaa, «The Akathisto s Hymn and the Mariology of the Council of Ephesus», 
Studi a Patri stica,  xxxv, edited by  F. Wiles,  J. Yarmold , Louvain 2001, 304-308. 
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is the word  the «place»    It is a paraphrase of the womb of 
Mary which contained God who according to definition is uncircumscribed. This 
paradox conficts with Antiochian logicism. Therefore, it does not appear 
accidentally and  two versions  the homily Cyril delivered during the Council 
of Ephesus, which begins with an enkomion to the Theotokos.2°  the Akathistos, 
after the passage where the manner of the incarnation and the nature of the 
Logos is described, it is told that «there was birth from the Virgin»   

 15.5) . And after that is declared : «H ail, container of the 
uncontainable God».      15.6). This concept, put 
into the most important Christological passage, indicates its great theological 
significance. It would be an error to consider it «just a metaphor». The sentences: 
«Hail, tidings doubted by unbe1ievers; / Hail, undoubted boast for believers». 

     /     

 15.7-8) suggest it to be a disputable issue.  this Christological context, 
 which the main concern is the doctrine of the incarnation, the issue can be none 

other than the position of Mary as the Theotokos. It is clear that strophe 15 
exposes systematicaly the subject of the doctrine. As a matter of fact strophe 15 
is a Christological tract despite its poetical language and rhetorical style. 

 already noted that one of the theological premises of the Akathistos is 
typological method. The hymnographer has used it  order to argue for the 
theological position of Mary. Originally by means of typology prefigurations of 
types were looked for  Old Testament Scripture which were then applied to 
the Christ of the New Testament.  the Akathistos, however, typology is used 
to define the dogma of the Theotokos. Without exception the concept 
«Theotokos» refers to the womb, not to the person of Mary , e.g. «Hail, womb 
of the divine incarnation»     1.15).  the end 
of the hymn the weightiest arguments for the Theotokos are presented. 
According to strophe 23 the Lord himself taught «us all» to salute the Theotokos 
with the following epithets: «Hail tabernacle of God the Word / Hail greater than 
the Holy of Holies / Hail, ark gilded by the Spirit».      

  /     /     

 23.6-8). These Old Testament types: tabernacle, the Holy of Holies which was 
a part of it, and the ark where the covenant of the Lord was put, confirm the inner 
coherence of the Old and New Testament. The author of the Akathistos sees that 
the womb of the Theotokos,  which the Lord dwelled, corresponds to the 

20. Hom. 4. PG 77.992-6;ACO 1.1 .2.102-4. 
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tabernac!e he ordered Moses to make during the Exodus . Thus these epithets 
of the Theotokos,    and  written  typo!ogica! 
tradition are Christo!ogica! testimones. It is indisputable that they did not arise 

 resources  by c!assical rhetoric for the enrichment of poetical 
language.     that  searching for their meaning the 
rhetorical classifications «habitations»  «architecture»  been used. It is 
difficu!t to see what is the use of such categories, which are conceptualJy outside 
Christian thinking.  though the hymn's !anguage is metaphorica!, the 
starting-points of the interpretation should be the Bib!e and its  

traditions, the creeds and Christian rhetorical  Theology as a 
scientific discip!ine emerged through them and hymnography is one its 
manifestations. 

The Akathistos  a coherent theological   Its contents form an 
integrated who!e, carefully composed. Theologian Hermann Goltz, my colleague 
«en Akathistos»,21 agrees with me. He says: «The Akathistos is thoughout a 
dogmatica! work». Goltz characterizes it as poetical theo!ogy  order to test the 
appropriateness of the definition.  terms of rhetorical diction the Akathistos 
is a masterwork. At the same time its poetical language and metaphors  

become a stumbling b!ock for many interpretations. If the definition proposed 
by Goltz is going to be used , it should be made clear that «poetical theology» 
does not imply a theo!ogy of its own kind. Rather, the point is that poetica! sty!e, 
aesthetics, and metaphorica! !anguage are  obstacles to the expressions of 
theological meanings -  the contrary. For it is easy to assume that precise!y 

 account of its poetica! diction the Akathistos might   as a «model» 
for the kontakion, namely,  spreading dogmatic  theo!ogical principles for a 
broader audience. 

21.  Hymnen der Ostkirche, Lcipzig 1988. 


